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About This Content

A collection of Extra EN items including:

“Extra EN” - Earn additional EN (money) in the next battle.
“Extra EN x3” - Earn additional EN (money) in the next battle (3 time use.)
“Extra EN x5.” - Earn additional EN (money) in the next battle (5 time use.)

Happy shopping!

Use these items via the Setup\Items\DLC sub-menu from the Lobby.
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Title: Lost Dimension: Extra EN Bundle
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
FURYU Corporation
Publisher:
Ghostlight LTD
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i5 3.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

English
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Sometimes It can give you cancer while trying to pass a quest, although its one of best space game i ever played that you can
spend so much time. If i need to describe it with one sentence it will be "old but gold". So yea purchase this game and give it a
chance, you won't be disappointed.. Janky Tanky Fun!

Also, not a lot of 8 player mayhem local games out there. This and Knight Squad have both been really fun!. Melody is
awesome! A gorgeous colorful environment with a responsive Marimba setup, great fun for kids and adults. Really impressed
with the ergonomic and accessibility tweaks the dev made to ensure it's comfortably playable for all.. It is very difficult to play
this game on a modern PC, and thus it's hard to enjoy it. For example, a Windows 10 notification will cover about 1\/4 of the
screen, because the resolution is so small. Most games would allow you to ALT+TAB out and get rid of the notification, but
Starfleet Academy will not accept that input. You also cannot exit using ALT+F4, and the notification will cover the menu
buttons, so you have to just fumble around until you get a message about "aborting the mission" or whatever. tl;dr, you're a
captive audience to a game you can't play.

Okay, yes, I could turn off notifications. The game also has not made that simple fix seem worth it; I feel like I'm not missing
much by just not playing it.. I downloaded the game yesterday. After 10 to 15 minutes worth of play the game continues to
freeze. It was a complete waste of money. It is a shame as for when I did play my son was enjoying watching and that is why I
got the game. Like others I too wish I could return the game if there is no fix for the freezing.. If you are into detective stories
and occult, this adventure game is really a good one. It requires a brain and expects quite a lot from the player. It's nice not to be
considered an idiot by a game for a change. It has a good atmosphere too. Very, very nice and creepy. The story telling is quite
rich and requires to pay attention. On the other hand, the user interface could have been better. Character interaction is also a
weakness of this game and it isn't entirely bug free either. Many nice puzzles, one of them excessively frustrating though.
Overall, for the money spent I had a hell lot of fun. And I felt like just having finished reading a novel afterwards. Good stuff..
Controls are slow and inaccurate. Feels like a bad port of a free flash game. Options don't save, some sounds\/music are way too
loud. Enemies spawn behind you so it's easy to get into no-win situations. Not a fun time and not worth it even at its low price..
You know that guy, that guy you hate, who always contradicts himself to make himself look like "the good guy"?

Zebruh is that guy. If you want to get some catharsis out of hating a fictional character, he's just the smarmy jerk to give you
that feeling.

Now, without spoiling the mystery of our hooded friend, their story is really good as well. Writing on par with Skylla.

Idk who's been in charge of Friendsim lately but they're doing a bang-up job. Volume five is easily the best installment of the
game so far.. Sadly, this is NOT a complete soundtrack and does not include ANY of the music from any of the DLCs. If you
want to hear the complete soundtrack I guess you have to go to Youtube. There are two good songs on this soundtrack (Giant
Trees Build and Jungle Build) and the rest are, at best, mediocre. This is really too bad because the DLCs have some nice music
too. I got this with the Sanctum 2 complete pack.
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Played the game but laggy on my computer. Didn't have a tutorial or anything. Theres no way i can beat the Prison level. Gosh I
wish we can refund games!. I was really looking foward to playing this game. The skills are fun to use, and I think the art style is
great.
Lot of potential here!

Unfortuneatly... As others have brought out, the loot system seems great on paper, but new equipment brings little to the game
other than higher numbers to allow you to advance in levels.

I feel the mistake they made is that you only get one weapon slot, while at the same time the weapons tend to be un-inspiring or
tedious to use. Most games of this SHMUP genre will give you more weapon slots or change how a weapon acts as you progress,
to really make things exciting! Like the rest of the equipment though, it's mosly, again, just bigger numbers. Because of this, the
game will quickly start to feel stagnant.

I'll keep my eyes on it though. If they were to release an update that would address this, I would be happy to try this game again.
'till then I'll keep my eyes out for Drifting Lands 2.. Absolutly loving this game....it took me maybe about 6 restarts to get the
hang of how this game works but its awesome! For a E.A. game it runs great and there seems to be a fair amount of mechanics
in game, well worth the $10

Looking forward to playing more and future updates. really good game if you can get past it crashing every 5 seconds and your
save files getting corrupted so you have to continuously start over. Yeah, so....this is my first negative review of a game! I've
played plenty of other clicker games that were for free and even though this game gives you 5000 achievements lazy and easy, I
still had to pay 50 cents for this♥♥♥♥♥♥so if I were you, I'd save your 50 cents for something better. I could play a 2D indie
platformer that costs only 50 cents. the police don't do anything, i can't find carlton and the game keeps crashing, the gunplay
would be nice if someone shot back, but the cops, again, don't do anything.
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